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ABSTRACT: The Model Driven Architecture is the modeling approach that ensures the re-usability, 

portability and inter-operability of the software. For the structuring of the system it provides basic guidelines to 

be modeled. Separating the architecture from the design is one of the main aim of MDA. Functional 

requirements of the system are being analyzed by the detailed design of the system (for instance, use cases) and 

for non-functional requirements, the infrastructure is provided by the architecture of the software ensuring 

performance, reliability, scalability etc. In this research paper, some case studies are extensively analyzed in the 

domain of web applications. Functional and non-functional aspects are analyzed in the comparative analysis 

table. Finally, the Blended-MDA Framework is proposed for the case study entitled as Online Event Manager.  
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Independent Viewpoint (PIV), Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Specific Viewpoint (PSV), 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Object Management Group (OMG) proposed the Model Driven Architecture in 2001. Requirements of 

the software system and its environment are focused by Computation Independent ViewPoint (CIV). Platform 

Independent Viewpoint (PIV) helps portability by providing operations independent of the technology platform 

under use and Platform Specific Viewpoint (PSV) handles system specific concerns by providing system related 

portability configurations [1]. Description of the domain and its related requirements is handled by Computation 

independent model (CIM). Plat Independent Model (PIM) is the component of MDA that provides the 

representation of the conceptual design considering the functional requirements of the system and later on 

technological (web, mobile etc.) and architectural changes can be incorporated through this vital component of 

MDA. Platform specific model (PSM) elaborates the system specific configuration of the operations as per 

multiple platforms, the specific aspect of design are handled by PSM that depends on the system customization 

and specific operations. 

Section II offers a brief literature survey. The comparative analysis is performed in Section III. The 

Proposed Framework is presented in Section IV. Section V provides a Conclusion. Future Work is given in 

Section VI. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  
In [1], the authors addressed that MDA tool set provides set of modeling notations for specifying 

different layers of an enterprise application and a set of code generators that transform these models into 

platform-specific implementations. Paper discussed experiences of introducing MDA approach, supported by 

MDA tool set, in an organization that provides a wide variety of IT consultancy and software development 

services. An application is treated in terms of models for different architectural layers which are application, 

database and GUI layer. Moreover, encoding of design strategies, guidelines and best practices into the code 

generators resulted in uniformly high code quality. 

In [2], a commercial bank, known as prosperous bank, aims at developing an Enterprise application 

integration (EAI) project to facilitate its users with functionalities like integrating transactional messaging 

system with other systems such as legacy applications database storage, messaging systems. Functional 

requirements of EAI are 
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a) Transaction Integrity 

b) Performance 

c) High Availability 

d) Flexibility 

e) Consistent design 

In context of implementing Enterprise Web Application, [3] follows the Model Driven Development 

Methodology. The Platform Independent Model of systems can be used to create the ADI model, an abstraction 

of the interaction between the browser and the business logic of the system. In order to analyze the ADI, author 

applied a further MDA transformation to create a corresponding Alloy model.  

The development process that conforms to the framework in [4] is decomposed into following steps: 

Firstly, a general business function PIM is built using the EDOC profile. According to the functional 

decomposition, PIM is broken down into sub PIMs where each of the PIMs will serve independently and thus 

can be further utilized to be implemented in a web service. Afterward, it transforms each of these sub EDOC 

PIMs into interface model of its corresponding web service. Finally, implemented each sub EDOC PIM, through 

a series of model transformation, on specific platforms on which these services will be implemented. 

In [5], goals are achieved with the help of multiple applications involved that ultimately results in a 

heavy and complex system. Business system has GUI connected with database repository for storage purposes. 

Model View Controller (MVC) is a basic software development approach adopted for such applications. Using 

traditional techniques, problems like maintenance and requirement updating arises once the system is deployed. 

An approach has been purposed in the paper base on UML profiles creating models. Analysis model comprise 

of stake-holder's requirements, application component structure and communication. Design model created by 

embedding more implementation details to the analysis model. Domain data model is created as a further 

detailed extension of analysis or design model and can be transformed to PSM. 

In context of [6], developing E-learning system using traditional techniques came up with the problems 

of interoperability as well as portability issues. Learning Technology System Architecture (LTSA) is a high 

level layered architecture for developing such information systems. J2EE architecture is also used for 

developing E- Learning systems but if it is needed to port such E-Learning system to a different platform then it 

will be time consuming and heavy budgeting is required to carry out such task. To solve this problem MDA 

based E-Learning system has been purposed. 

 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  
The research is based on critically analyzing six research papers in terms of identifying the parameters 

related to the implementation of MDA in Web application and then tracing those parameters in the selected 

papers. Comparative analysis is presented in a tabular form followed by the brief description of each technique 

and the illustrative example overview presented in the paper. According to [1], MDA approach benefits 

enterprise products mostly resulting in easier change management, improved platform independence, better code 

quality and increasing productivity but not suitable for small and medium size projects. Instead, a meta data-

driven aspect oriented approach was found more suitable in these projects. This paper concluded that the Focus 

of MDA community is on standardizing modeling notations and transformations in order to facilitate tool 

interoperability but it should now move towards evolving suitable development methods which should also 

address needs of small to medium sized projects. MDA process used by prosperous bank [2] is depicted by the 

Fig. 1, 

 
Fig. 1 MDA in prosperous bank [2] 
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While analyzing the ADI, it is possible to identify a group of bugs, such as the Amazon bug. Finally 

the approach presented in the paper is explained via an example of an e-commerce system i.e. an Online Book 

store system. In the case study different UML diagrams are used and in the class diagram the information that 

belongs to the business logic is stereotyped as entity. The aim is to analyze the interaction of the user, through 

the web browser, with the business logic of the online bookstore system. The Browser is a class that represents 

the web browser that the user accesses for the web site. A major requirement of the model depicted is to 

guarantee the integrity of the system by ensuring that the contents of the shopping cart and the list of items on 

the browser are identical. 

The E-Library provides readers with online literature searching, books borrowing, VOD service, net 

resources searching, and disk resources searching. Readers can make use of the E-Library via the Internet, and 

pay for it via bank. Firstly, build a PIM using the EDOC profile to describe the general functions of the E-

Library. Secondly, break down the general PIM into sub PIMs each of which can provide service independently. 

Thirdly, pre-process these sub PIMs and add necessary details to them. Finally apply the transformation rules to 

get PSMs. Comparative analysis of MDA implementation on various web application is tabulated in Table I. 

  

Table I  Comparative Analysis Of Mda Implementation On Various Web Applications 

Paper Title MDA and 

Analysis of Web 

Applications 

A Model Driven 

Development 

Framework for 

Enterprise Web 

Services 

Introducing 

MDA in a large 

IT consultancy 

organization 

Successful 

Implementation 

of MDA in a 

commercial 

bank 

MDA-based 

Development of 

E-Learning 

System 

MDA Approach 

for Maintenance 

of Business 

Applications 

Case Study Title Online 

Bookstore 

E-Library System Implication of 

proposed 
approach on 

enterprise product 

line, several large 
and some small 

projects 

Enterprise 

application 
development 

E-learning System Verification 

Office 
Application 

system. 

Approach Use of Alloy 
analyzer 

Transformation 
from EDOC 

(Enterprise 

Distributed 
Object 

Computing) 

Model to web 
service interface 

model 

Introduction of 
MDA toolset in 

IT consultancy 

and software 
development 

service provider 

organization 

High (decouples 
business domain 

from platform 

specific details) 

Use of learning 
technology system 

architecture(LTSA) 

Semi 
automatedcode 

generation. 

Generality High Can work with 

heterogeneous 

and distributed 
environment 

Low Low Moderate High 

Portability Moderate High Moderate Moderate High High 

Reusability High High Moderate Moderate High High 

Interpretab-ility Low Moderate Low Moderate Moderate High 

Productivity Moderate High High High Moderate High 

Code Quality Moderate Very High High Not mentioned Moderate High 

Trace ability Not Mentioned Not Mentioned Not Mentioned Not Mentioned Not Mentioned Low 

Maintainab-ility Low High High Moderate Low Low 

Level of 

interaction 

between business 

logic and Web 

browser 

High Very High Low Low Low Low 

Automated 

support tool 

UML2Alloy: 

transformation  

from the UML to 
Alloy 

ArgoUML 

Transformation 

rules are applied 

Not Mentioned Not Mentioned ArcStyler Atlas 

transformation 

language (ATL) 
tool. MOFScript 

tool. 
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Verification Office Application [5] is taken as a business application case study where the employees at 

a medical lab require a system to manage the data regarding customers, billing information, test results, medical 

reports and devices. The application based 2-tier architecture where first tier is a user interface and the second 

tier is based on database manipulation functions where communication between them is carried out by domain 

data objects in first tier. Further automated support is provided for model-to-model and model to semi-

automated code transformation using Atlas transformation language (ATL) tool and MOF Script tool 

respectively. The benefits of the purposed approach are the maintenance and ease of system updating as well as 

providing traceability between high-level design changes. 

 

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK  
For applying the findings in a framework for a proposed case study, authors have considered an event 

management website which provides the facilities to create a personalized event calendar after creating an 

account. Different types of accounts are there, which are organizational account, personal account and student 

account. Back-end functionalities are the administrative control including updating, editing and deleting i.e., 

canceling event and account etc. At CIM level these requirements are gathered independent of their 

technicalities related to domain and implementation, then the analysis of these requirements lead to some model 

having design details independent of platform and implementation language/ tools details. PSM of the system 

represent fine-grain details of framework to be used. Finally code generator results in a software application 

facilitating web application.  

There are some queries as mentioned below that requires answers in terms of explicitly mentioning the 

functional and non-functional requirements in MDA framework 

1. What are the possible most occurring threats in a way to implement MDA in this specific project?  

2. If the policies defining the events in case of organizational account changes then how could the 

modifications be propagated to the design of MDA so that the events remain unaffected?  

3. If the domain of a person in case of personal account is modified then how the domain requirements could 

ensures the conformance with the accurate event management?  

4. How to ensure efficient access to a database having millions of record to be searched through in order to 

check the availability of venue and time for a certain newly added event in case of adapting pure MDA 

approach? 

 

 
Fig. 2 Blended Model Driven Architecture 

 

Fig. 2 answers all of the above questions that depict a need of some blended MDA approach that is the 

need of hour to add the efficiency, availability and modifiability quality attributes with the three basis quality 

attributes that are portability, inter-operability and re-usability provided by adapting MDA approach. 

Link Model is there to separate the business policies from the design model at PIM level to facilitate 

modification and evolution of software. Changes in business policies in case of all three types of user accounts 

is silent with respect to the functionality degradation of software. There should be some cache table to be 

introduced in the database that have all the important fields of different tables of the database to ensure efficient 

searching instead of searching multiple fields in multiple table. The cache table is there in the central repository 

called RUBRIC model. To facilitate the domain level changes that are the requirement management, model 

based approach in requirement gathering process is required to map the model of requirements to the model of 

design. Thus the blended MDA will take the above mentioned shape shown in Fig. 2. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The research work proposed facilities the main stream of CMS (Content Management Systems) by 

providing additional quality measures like efficiency, availability and modifiability by embedding the existing 

software engineering, software design and software architecture concepts in such a way that meta models of 

whole MDA is preserved. Each model is thus providing a loose coupling with strong cohesion aimed at a good 

software architecture approach. Good software is the one providing conformance to user requirements thus 

meeting the quality needs of the system. In order to make MDA more approachable and implementable in every 

domain, it could be tested against other quality attributes like feasibility, testability, maintainability, extensibility 

and scalability, while keeping the complexity measure as low as possible. 
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